
      
 
 

    NEW ERA HIGH SCHOOL PANCHGANI    
              
                      ASSIGNMENT –  3         

       Class        IX 

       Sub  Gujarati 

     
    Lesson 

 
૩. જ્યાં જ્યાં વસ ેએક ગજુરયતી   (કવવતય) 

Time Line Total- 1 week ( 11th   May to 16th   May, 2020) 

Objective x To enhance comprehensive skill and improve the vocabulary . 
x Understand the importance of  a poem  
x Improve reading skills 
x Improve writing skills. 
x Students will able solve exercise on it. 

Learning 
Outcomes 

x Students will be able to understand  read  and  the poem . 
x Students will be able to understand the moral of the poem. 
x Students will be able  to write question and answers. 

Transaction 
Methodology 

Transaction should proceed in following manners: 
Download Gujarati Dwitiy bhasha  dhoran - 9  textbook from the given link  . 
Go to Google and type .  
https://youtu.be/c5oe_vQqNGk in that pdf you have to select your standard 
and  Gujarati Medium . then only you will get  your textbook , for explanation  
of  the lesson go to You Tube and type  Jya jya vase ek Gujarati kavita . 

Assessment 
of 

qualifying 
knowledge 

1. Multiple Assessment Activity : 
 

 1.  ગરવી ગુજરયત  વવશ ેઆશરે 200 શબ્દોમયાં વિબાંધ લખો. 
 વ્્યકરણ : 
િીચ ેઆપેલય વયક્્ોમયાં વચિ બદલો . 
  1.  મિે  ચયર ભયષયઓ બોલતય આવડ ેછે . 
  2. અમયરી  શયળયમયાં  એક  બગીચો  છે . 
  3. મોદીજીિય કહેવયથી  લોકોએ  દીવો પ્રગટયવ્્ો . 
  4. મયરી  પયસ ે ઘણી  ચોપડીઓ  છે . 
  5. ઐ્યપ્પયએ  કલકત્તયમયાં  એક હોટલ  શરુ કરી . 
After that write on a ruled sheet and keep as a record for  Multiple assessment  
2 .    Subject enrichment activity: 
  કવવતયિુાં પઠિ કરવુાં , સ્વયધ્્ય્મયાં આપેલય MCQS મયાંથી સયચો ઉત્તર પસાંદ કરી લખવય 
  બે ત્રણ વયક્્ોમયાં પ્રશ્િોિય ઉત્તર લખવય . 
  સમયિયથી શબ્દો / શબ્દયથથ લખવય  
  વવરુદ્ધયથી શબ્દો લખવય . 
  તળપદય શબ્દો લખવય.  
 After that write on a ruled sheet and keep as a record for Subject Enrichment.  



 

Submission Students should scan the 1. Multiple Assessment Activity. Subject 
enrichment Activity and email on preeti.dave@nehs.in  on  before  16th  of  
May, 2020. 
For any queries you may contact on 9049055521 between 9 am. to 5 pm. 

*Note : Please mention your name, class , division and roll number on top of   
the first page . 
 Write page number and make one Pdf  file and send . 
The hard copy to be submitted as and when you report to the school. 
Please note the above activities are part of your Internal Assessment and is  
mandatory. 
. 

Resources  Gujarat  Rajya  Pathyapustak mandal Gandhinagar  Vidhyayan . 
 Dwity bhaha Gujarati dhoran - 10 
 


